
Throughout Petitioner's case, there were major conflicts as to how Giancola Law
Office was handling the investigation of petitioner's case.

While William Bulmer was appointed to be Petitioner's attorney, many points of
investigation were discussed on the phone.

One major area that Petitoner wanted to have investigated was to show that on the day the
ATV was stolen in Roseau County, Petitioner was in court in Mahnomen, MN. petitioner

asked to have Glenn Fladmark go to the Mahnomen courthouse and get the court minutes
to show that Petitioner was called at different times throughout the day because of a paper
mix-up

By confinning this, it would have proven that it was impossible to be somehere 4 hours
plus away, stealing a 4-wheeler.

As stated earlier, Jeff Nelson knew this at Petitioner's trial and he was also told that
Petitioner actually was not the one who stole the 4-wheeler, by Chad,s family. But
somehow that did not make it out at trial.

The 4-wheeler was a huge part of the states case. From opening arguments, through trial,
and closing arguments. Anything on the 4-wheeler that would have disproved the states
case, should have been investigated thoroughly and reported to the jury.

Petitioner also asked to have the situation with his taxes looked into. This played a large

part of Petitioner's case, as stated earlier. AS EXHIBITS O and S show, petitioner was
around numerous people at his residence. Had this been done, Petitioner .s counsel
would have been able to show that key witnesses were falsifuing some of their testimony.
Their credibility would have been shown to be marginal at best.

There was many other areas that were supposed to be investigated and because petitioner

has seen very little discovery, Petitioner has no real idea as to what was actuallv
investigated and what was not.

One glaring issue that

which came up during

not properly investigated is a key issue in petitioner's case,

by Petitioner's counsel himself and which is on the record.
throughout Leslie Fain's previous statements and sworn testimony, she claimed that Chad

was
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